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SPONSOR US!
Presenting Partner - $1,500 (limited to 2)
-Quarterly advertisement on social media
-6 complimentary memberships
-Recognition at all events
-Logo on Facebook and website
-Logo on pop up banner, tablecloths and name tags
-Opportunity to host an event or be featured
-Complimentary invitation to Rooftop with guest and opportunity to have table with
promotional items and speaking opportunity (3-5 minutes)
-Industry specific exclusivity among sponsors

Contributing Partner - $750 (limited to 5)
-Biannual advertisement on social media
-4 complimentary memberships
-Verbal recognition at events
-Logo recognition on website
-Opportunity to host an event or be featured
-Complimentary invitation to rooftop with guest and opportunity to have a table with
promotional items (will be verbally recognized)
-Industry specific exclusivity among sponsors

Supporting Partner - $300 (Up to 11)
-Social media recognition on event promotion, for month of choice
-Opportunity to speak at sponsored event and/or provide promotional materials
-2 complimentary memberships
-Online recognition on sponsorship website page
-Complimentary invitation to rooftop with guest and opportunity to have a table with
promotional items

HANOVERAREAYP.COM
HAYP.wildapricot.org | FACEBOOK.COM/HANOVERAREAYOUNGPROFESSIONALS

Why sponsor HAYP?
When you become an annual Partner
with HAYP, you are investing in your
current and future employees. You
are helping them build the skills and
knowledge they will need to achieve
success in the professional world. Our
young professionals are the next
generation of CEOs and captains of
industry, and as a community, we are
responsible for their growth and
development. As a Partner of HAYP,
you will strengthen your community by
infusing leadership skills into our
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youth, which will keep them engaged
and inspire them to stay in the
Hanover area.

Your sponsorship gives you the opportunity to put your business in front of our members.
It also allows HAYP to host regular social and educational events and communicate
through a robust membership database and official web presence.

OUR GOAL IS TO PROVIDE YOUNG PROFESSIONALS WITH THE
OPPORTUNITY TO GROW THEIR TALENTS AND MAKE
CONNECTIONS WITHIN THE GREATER HANOVER COMMUNITY.
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